
BANNER STRENGTH – EXPLAINED IN PLAIN ENGLISH 

Apart from print performance, banner strength is one of the most important factors in choosing the 
right product for the banner job.  Unfortunately, our industry has opted to look for superficial ways of 
describing banner strength in terms of weight … heavier is better, right?  Unless you want to replace a 
lot of installs, WRONG!  

There are three strength directions important in having a printed banner meet the requirements of the 
installation: 

• Tensile Strength … the amount of force needed to break the banner when it’s pulled in opposite 
directions … typically the force applied to each grommet or pole pocket 

• Tear Strength … the amount of force needed to rip the banner when it’s pulled back and forth in 
direction perpendicular to the banner itself … typically the force applied when the banner is 
flapped around, back and forth, in a strong wind; or, once a tear starts, the tensile force applied 
perpendicular to the line of the first tear 

• Peel Strength … the resistance of the layers of the banner … PVC Film, Textile Scrim, PVC Film … 
to separate when subjected to repeated bending when the banner is flapped back and forth 

How do most banners fail?  Force applied to the grommets exceeds the Tensile Strength, and they rip 
out.  This, or other stresses create an initial tear. Then, continued stresses propagate the tear.   

Within that reality, what is the source of tensile and tear strength, and how can that knowledge lead to 
better knowledge to choose the right product? 

• Most of a banner’s tensile and tear strength comes from the textile scrim, not the PVC face and 
back.  The textile scrim is a woven fabric, made from yarn having various tensile properties, 
woven with various thread counts as measured in the length-wise direction of the banner 
(technically, the ‘warp’ direction) and the cross-wise direction (the ‘weft’ direction). 
 

• The tensile and tear strength of the textile is proportional to three factors: 
 

o tensile strength of the yarn used in the fabric … not all fibers have same tensiles 
o weight of the yarn of a given tensile strength … unit of weight measure is ‘denier‘ 
o thread count, the number of yarn strands per inch in the warp and weft directions 

Said simply, strength of two textiles of equal yarn weight and thread count may differ depending on the 
tensile strength of the yarn itself.  Strength of two textiles made from same yarn and threadcount will 
differ based on the weight, or denier, of the yarn.  Strength of two textiles made from same yarn, of 
same weight, will differ based on thread count. 

Said analytically, textile strength is proportional to Yarn Strength x Yarn Weight x Thread count 

STextile  = SFIBER  x WYARN  x TCWARP X WEFT 

Where S is Strength, W is weight, and TC is thread count in the warp and the weft direction 

 



Unfortunately, the banner printing industry has opted for a superficial understanding, frequently 
believing or claiming that banner strength is solely a function of yarn weight, or denier … and neglecting 
any consideration of yarn strength, or of thread count.  Here are some interesting facts to consider.  

• Denier is a measure of weight … period.  Adopted decades ago, denier is the weight in grams of 
9.000 meters of a given yarn or filament.  Less common is the term ‘decitex’, weight in grams 
per 10,000 meters.  This term is sometimes used by ‘clever’ marketing guys to imply their 
product is heavier than a competitor, e.g., “this banner is 1100 decitex”, which is actually equal 
to 1000 denier.  Easiest way to explain why the denier measure of yarn weight is not a measure 
of strength is to ask yourself, “when shopping for a bullet-proof vest, do I want one made from 
1,000 denier polyester? … or, should I pay more for the one made from 100 denier Kevlar?”  If 
you actually have to ask yourself the question, use the money you save on the polyester vest for 
a good life insurance policy.  Said again, denier is a measure of weight, not strength. 
 

• Within a given type of synthetic fiber, e.g., polyester, nylon, acrylic … not all filaments and yarns 
of a generic material type will have equivalent tensile properties.  Tensile strength of a fiber is a 
function of the way it’s made, and of the fillers and additives that are built into the fiber.  
Generally speaking, it costs more to make a fiber with higher tensile strength than to make one 
of lower tensile strength … if the factory runs its process at higher speeds and lower 
temperature and pressure, or builds in more additives (junk) in the recipe, it can produce fiber 
at lower cost and lower tensile strength. 
 

• The same is true of the PVC print face and back … lower cost?  … add more ‘junk’, like calcium 
carbonate (chalk).  How flexible is a stick of chalk? 

In the face of the reality that even these definitions may be too complicated for the typical banner 
buyer/printer to take the time to understand, how can the sourcing decision be fulfilled? 

• Compare measured tensile and tear strength published on supplier’s data sheets.  We publish 
ours, and share it with you to build underneath your brand representations.  Many of the 
competitor’s data sheets are shockingly silent on their measured tensile values.  We also publish 
our thread counts.  Many competitors do not. 
 

• Make or take the “tear challenge” … take a sample of ours, and a sample of what the customer 
is using … with scissors or sharp knife, make a cut into the edge of each banner sample .. Apply 
strong tear force.  Results will normally be rather obvious.  Their 13 oz will normally tear more 
easily than our 13 oz. 

On what do we make that claim? Our banners are engineered from textile fabric woven with high 
tenacity (HT) polyester yarn.  Pound for pound (denier for denier), the HT yarn has about 20% higher 
measured tensile properties than the fabric used in many competitive banners.  And, we offset the 
weight reduction from being able to use less yarn weight with more PVC.  This significantly improves 
print performance, and adds more elastic strength to the banner, e.g., it flexes when stressed, and it 
bends but won’t break. 

 


